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Abstract
There are billions of web pages in the web and the most significant point is how to search these
pages regarding their usefulness. Usually a user enters a query into a search engine and looking
for the best responses. Search engines work based on ranking algorithms. Ranking algorithms
employ web mining methods. Web mining is divided into structure, content and web usage
mining. In search engines, related pages with user's query must be listed as a result and to obtain
a better results, content mining algorithms may be included. Features such as input and output
weight, content weight, spam score, length of URL, the number of related pages and href tags
values are considered with a negative score. Proposed algorithms are implemented and compared
with well-known algorithm. In this algorithm, Spam score feature is used which is combined
with the age of domain and content weight of pages. In PRS (PageRank with Spam score) and
PRST (PageRank with Spam score and Time factor) algorithms a better response is achieved
than PR (PageRank) algorithm. Obtained results of the other algorithm, WPCRST (Weighted
Page Content Rank with Spam score and Time factor) indicates that all measures are improved
comparing with PR algorithm and provide better responses. First proposed algorithm combines
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extracted spam features from “moz.com” with structural features of Web mining. In the second
proposed algorithm age of pages is used in addition to the neighborhood matrix and spam score.
This feature is used to fix the rich getting richer. Logically this algorithm offers better scores than
the previous algorithms. Third proposed algorithm uses weighting methods. In fact, in this
algorithm, weight of inbound links and weight of outbound links and content weight of pages are
used simultaneously. This algorithm includes web content mining by using content weight of
pages. Values of TFIDF and BM25 algorithms are used to obtain the content weight. Obtained
results specify that this algorithm has a better ranking than PRST algorithm except for the
measure of precision. About 41 percent improvement can be seen in the measure of NDCG and
48 percent improvement for precision while AP has improved 0.8 percent and finally 2.5 percent
improvement can be seen in Mean NDCG. In this algorithm, value of TFIDF algorithm is
considered as the content weight.
Keywords
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Introduction
In the past few years the web space is growing dramatically. In addition to these enhancements,
new search engines are made. Now there are more than 52 search engines, like Google, Yahoo,
Bing, Salam, Parsijoo and the others (Lewandowski, 2015). Cyberspace contains about 11
specialized search engines and 13 directories which may not satisfy millions of users so there
may be necessities to some worthy search engines. Web mining algorithms are developed and
new methods are provided in recent years. In addition, the number and size of documents stored
on web sites are growing and web sites have to be updated and information should be uploaded
on them every day. Therefore the main problem of web space is dedicated search engines. These
huge available resources are only understandable and usable for humans in terms of
understanding the meaning. Because machines have some limitations to share and integrate vast
quantities of information in a search action and Internet search engines should be able to decide
about the usefulness of a page like human.
Web mining
Web mining is applying data mining and statistical and artificial intelligence techniques to
discover and extract useful and structural information from documents and web services. Web
mining works on the Web such as web page content, users' access information and hyperlinks
through pages. More ever, the Web is not only consists of a huge collection of information, but
also includes dynamic collection of links to access web pages which provides a rich dataset for
data mining. Web mining includes the following steps (Kumar, 2016):
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o Finding the source: This step involves retrieving of desired web documents.
o Selection and preprocessing of information: Specific information of documents
automatically are retrieved, selected and preprocessed
o Generalization: General patterns are discovered automatically in one or several web sites.
o Analyzing: Obtained patterns from previous stage will be validated and interpreted.
Current search engines Problems are as follows:
- Returning a lot of responses and their responses have low quality.
- Hidden data is not usually searched.
- Solving the search engine problems requires a good page ranking algorithm which is the
main discussion in current article (Radfar, 2010).
1. Web Content Mining
Web content mining is exploiting of useful information in web content, data and documents. Web
contains a lot of information in the form of HTML, news, magazines, e-books, text, image, audio
and video. Working with these documents and extracting information from them, is the task of
web content mining.
Web content mining may have looks over two aspects: information retrieval and database points
of view. Information retrieval deals with facilitating or improving the search or filtering the
information presented to the users while the target of the database is presenting a model and
integrating of web data so that complex queries can be concluded from keyword based queries
(Ein Abadi, 2001).
One of the problems in web content mining is ranking spammers. Spammers effect on the
content and structural aspect of pages. One type of spammers, try to increase their pages
similarity with queries on that area by changing the content of the documents and add keywords
into hidden places while another type try to increase their ranking by pointing of many links
from other sites to their own site (Camastra, 2015).
2. Web structure mining
Web has a heterogeneous structure where documents are connected to each other and form a
huge graph. Nodes of this graph are web pages and hyperlinks constructs edges of the graph
(Aggarwal & Zhao 2013). Web links have valuable information, therefore new ranking
algorithms were proposed based on them. This method can be used to categorize web pages or to
generate information such as the web sites' similarity.
Web links have valuable information, therefore new ranking algorithms were proposed based on
them. These methods can be used to categorize web pages or to generate information such as
web sites' similarities. These methods can solve the problem of ranking of spammers’ content
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methods and helps to achieve more accurate responses. If a query is related to an image, audio
and video files, the structural mining is helpful because the connections of a web page have more
detailed description of its content which is more suitable than content mining.
Algorithms based on web structure mining are divided into query dependent and query
independent. In query independent methods, rankings is performed offline by using the web
graph; thus the page's rank for each query is constant, while query dependent ranking method in
graph consists of a set of pages related to the user's query.
The rich getting richer is the problem of this method. Popular pages are always on the top of the
user’s recommended list, causes the users to observe only certain pages so newly born high
quality pages could not be in front of them. This problem will be continued for popular pages to
become more and more popular and the number of their pointed links increases.
Previous web PageRank algorithms
In this section, more than 10 different famous PageRank algorithms in the literature are
introduced. Advantageous and disadvantageous of the mentioned algorithms are also reported.
1. PageRank
This algorithm (PR) is presented in (Brin & Page, 1998) and it is an independent query method.
Ranking of each page is obtained by assigning weights to the link of the given page. Its weight
depends on the quality of the link which is located in. The more important the page links, the
higher weight will be assigned.
r(i)=c*∑_(j∈B(i))▒r(j)/N(j)

(1)

Where B(i) is the set of input pages to page i, N(i) is the set of output pages from page j and r(i),
r(j) are the ranks of pages i and j, respectively. C is a constant that is normally set to 1.
Since the web is not absolutely connected it has the problems of dropout and web holes (a fully
connected cluster of the internal web graph that has no connection to the outside of the cluster is
referred as dropout). The first step is clearing web holes by deleting all nodes with the zero outdegree. In continue, a damping factor d is employed to solve the dropout problem.
r(i)=((1-d)/n)+d*∑_(j∈B(i))▒r(j)/N(j)

(2)

Where n is the number of all web pages.
Here a page might get a higher rank if a large number of pages are pointing to it or the pages
pointing have a high rank (Brin & Page, 1998).
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2. Weighted PageRank
This algorithm (WPR) is actually an extended version of the PR algorithm. In this algorithm
(WPR), importance of a page depends on both outbound links and inbound links.

،

parameters are input link weight and output link weight, respectively (Xing &

Ghorbani, 2004).
2.1. Input Link Weight
In the weight of the link (j, i) is calculated based on the number of incoming links to the page i,
relative to the number of incoming links to all pages related to the page j as the following
formula.

where Ii and Ip are the number of incoming links to the page i and p, respectively.
2.2. Output Link Weight
Weight of link (j, i) is calculated based on the number of outgoing links to page i, relative to the
number of outgoing links to all pages related to page j within the following formula.

Where Oi and Op are the number of outbound links to the page i and p, respectively.
WPR algorithm ranks only based on the links. The pages which get the top position of the rank
list may be irrelevant to the user’s query. To solve the problem, four types of pages are defined:
Very Relevant pages (VR), which contain very important information about the given query,
Relevant pages (R), which have relevant but not important information about the given query,
Weak-Relevant pages (WR), which do not have relevant information about the given query even
though they contain the keywords of the given query, and Irrelevant pages (IR), which not only
include the keywords of the given query but also does not have relevant information about it.
The values of VR, R, WR and IR are 1, 0.5, 0.1; and 0, respectively which will be added to the
values obtained by the PR and WPR and leads to reach a better result (Kadry & Kalakech 2013).
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3. TFIDF
TFIDF algorithm is introduced by Salton (1971). This algorithm is employed statistical
document properties and queries to determine the weight of used words in that document as
follows:

TF (w,d): The repeated number of word w in document d. If a word appears in a document
several times, that word describes better that document. It is usually normalized with the length
of document and the word frequency which is divided by the highest frequencies.
DF(w): The number of documents that the word w exists in them.
|D|: The total number of all documents
IDF indicates the inverse of repetition of a word in all documents. Therefore those words appears
in fewer documents has more information than words appears in more documents (like
prepositions).
4. BM25
This algorithm is introduced by as an unsupervised algorithm [Robertson & Zaragoza 2009]. It is
based on the probability of similarity between query Q and document D.
This algorithm is one of the best ranking methods and has a high accuracy. Total weight of all
words in the query Q is obtained from the following formula.

Where

and

b=0.75.

Smaller values of b often lead to have a better ranking. N is the number of documents and n is
the number of documents that involve qi. K3 is equal to 7 or 1000 for big length queries and the
value of K2 is often zero (Robertson & Zaragoza, 2009).
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The proposed algorithms
1. PageRank with Spam score
This algorithm combines extracted spam features from “moz.com” with structural features of
Web mining. PRS is calculated by the following formula.

In the above formula S is Spam score. D is damping factor and n is the total number of pages.
2. PageRank with Spam score and Time factor
In this algorithm age of pages is used in addition to the neighborhood matrix and spam score.
This feature is used to fix the rich getting richer. Logically this algorithm offers better scores than
the previous algorithms (Bhardwaj et al., 2015).

In the above formula T is age of a page. Age of domain is calculated based on the number of
days in the implementation. It is possible to use normalized method such as logarithmic mean
and etc to have a better results.
3. Weighted Page Content Rank with Spam score and Time factor
This algorithm uses weighting methods. In fact, in this algorithm, weight of inbound links and
weight of outbound links and content weight of pages are used simultaneously. This algorithm
includes web content mining by using content weight of pages. Values of TFIDF and BM25
algorithms are used to obtain the content weight. BM25 algorithm gives a better ranking so the
average of these two methods can be used for the content weight.

In the above formula Cw is content weight. But the Win and Wout are inbound weight of links
and outbound weight of links. These values are achieved by formulas 9 and 10 in the previous
section.
Dataset
We need a dataset which have the relationship between links (Bhardwaj et al., 2015). Therefore,
a dataset named DOTIR is selected (Doroudi et al., 2008). This dataset is the collection of
Iranian sites and have .ir extension. It has the feature of the relevant pages with queries that is
employed during algorithm evaluation. This dataset has examined collection of a million of
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pages and provides XML format files Including tags, body, docid, links, anchor text title, URL
and HTML. These tags are used to obtain the desired data. To achieve the value of age of pages,
seomastering.com web site and to get spam score MOZ.com web site is used.
Compare the purposed algorithms with PageRank algorithm
In this section, obtained results are evaluated and compared with the results of other methods in
the previous section. The results are shown in the form of diagrams of implementation of the
algorithm in MATLAB.
1. Comparison between PR and PRS algorithms
Four criteria are used to compare these algorithms including: precision, NDCG, AP and average
of NDCG.

Figure 1. Comparing PR with PRS algorithm in precision, NDCG, AP and mean NDCG

Measure of NDCG in query 2 is improved about 36 percent, precision is improved 40 percent,
AP is improved about 3 percent and finally Mean NDCG has 2.75 percent improvement.
Obtained results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.
Table 1. Mean values of evaluation criteria for PR and PRS

Test
Mean NDCG
Precision in query 2
NDCG in query 2
AP

PR
0.1019
0.3336
0.3103
0.1229

PRS
0.1294
0.7378
0.6739
0.1538

Difference
0.0275
0.4042
0.3636
0.0309

2. Comparison between PR algorithm and PRST algorithm
This algorithm uses the age of pages and spam score.
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Figure 2. Comparing PR with PRST algorithm in precision, NDCG, AP and mean NDCG

This algorithm is better than the PR in all criteria. Improvement of NDCG is about 26 percent
and for precision this value is 39 percent. Improvement of AP is about 0.5 percent and finally
average of NDCG is improved about 2.6 percent. Overall this algorithm is better than PRS
algorithm. Obtained results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2.
Table 2. Mean values of evaluation criteria for PR and PRST

Test
Mean NDCG
Precision in query 2
NDCG in query 2
AP

PR
0.1019
0.3336
0.3103
0.1229

PRST
0.1287
0.7285
0.5737
0.1282

Difference
0.0268
0.3949
0.2634
0.0053

3. Comparison between PR and WPCRST (BM25) algorithms
The algorithm combines content weight and age of domain and spam score.

Figure 3. Comparing PR with WPCRST (BM25) algorithm in precision, NDCG, AP and mean NDCG
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Table 3. Mean values of evaluation criteria for PR and WPCRST (BM25)

Test
Mean NDCG
Precision in query 2
NDCG in query 2
AP

PR
0.1019
0.3336
0.3103
0.1229

WPCRST Difference
(BM25)
0.2261
0.1242
0.8443
0.5107
105.2919
0.4797
0.3035
0.1821

According to Table 3 and Figure 3 this algorithm is working better than PRST algorithm (except
in the precision), so it provides a better ranking. In this algorithm, value of bm25 is considered as
content weight. This algorithm ranks better than the PR in all criteria, i.e., 47 percent
improvement in the measure of NDCG and 51 percent improvement for precision and 18 percent
improvement for AP measure finally in Mean NDCG 12 percent improvement is achieved.
4. Comparison between PR and WPCRST (TFIDF) algorithms
This algorithm combines the content weight and age of domain and spam score. Obtained results
specify that this algorithm has a better ranking than PRST algorithm except for the measure of
precision. It has worse response compare to the proposed algorithms, but all of benchmarks show
that it is working better than the PR algorithm.
About 41 percent improvement can be seen in the measure of NDCG and 48 percent
improvement for precision while AP has improved 0.8 percent and finally 2.5 percent
improvement can be seen in Mean NDCG. In this algorithm, value of TFIDF algorithm is
considered as the content weight. Obtained results are shown in Figure 4 and Table 4.

Figure 4. Comparing PR with WPCRST (TFIDF) algorithm in precision, NDCG, AP and mean NDCG
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Table 4. Mean values of evaluation criteria for PR and WPCRST (TFIDF)
Test
Mean NDCG
Precision in query 2
NDCG in query 2
AP

PR
0.1019
0.3336
0.3103
0.1229

WPCRST Difference
(TFIDF)
0.1270
0.0251
0.8150
0.4814
0.7204
0.4104
0.1314
0.0085

Comparing purposed algorithms with WPR, PR, ECPR and WPCR
Finally, the proposed algorithms are compared with PR, WPR, WPCR and ECPR algorithms that
was explained in the second part of this article. WPR algorithm is working based on the weight
of incoming and outgoing links. WPCR algorithm not only uses the weight of inbound links and
outbound but also content weight is used in this algorithm. But in ECPR algorithm only weight
of inbound links and content weight are used.
Obtained results in Table 5 show that proposed algorithms, PRST and PRS, works much better
than PR algorithm and proposed algorithm WPCRST which uses values of BM25 as the content
weight and weight of incoming and outgoing links works even better than PR, WPR, WPCR and
ECPR and provides better results in the ranking mechanism.
Comparing the proposed algorithm with previous algorithms in standard mean NDCG

Figure 5. Comparing proposed algorithm with PR, WPR, WPCR and ECPR in standard mean NDCG

In the above diagram WPCRST algorithm that is marked with a blue dotted line in NDCG
parameter is better than the other algorithms. This algorithm is 7.8 percent better than the next
best algorithm WPCR. It is also works 12 percent better than the PR algorithm.
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Comparing the proposed algorithm with previous algorithms in standard AP

Figure 6. Comparing the proposed algorithm with PR, WPR, WPCR and ECPR the criteria AP

This comparison is done for 50 queries and obtained results show that proposed algorithm
WPCRST is much better than other algorithms. Mean of average precision values are shown in
Table 5.
Table 5. Values proposed algorithms and algorithms PR, WPR, WPCR & ECPR the criteria
AP for better comparison

Algorithm
PageRank
Weighted PageRank
Enhanced Content PageRank
Weighted Page Content Rank
PageRank with Spam score
PageRank with Spam score and Time factor
Weighted Page Content Rank with Spam score and Time factor

Mean AP
0.1229
0.1729
0.1805
0.1785
0.1538
0.1275
0.3035

In the above table WPCRST, ECPR, WPCR, WPR, PRS, PRST and PR algorithms can be
evaluated based on mean AP value. PRS algorithm is better than PRST. Age of domain as a
criteria have been added to WPCR, ECPR and WPR algorithms and obtained results show that
by adding this criteria better results are achieved. The best results are obtained when age criteria
is added to these algorithms. These results prove that purposed algorithms is overwhelm other
algorithms in the literature.
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Conclusions and recommendations
Spam score feature is used in proposed algorithms in this article which is combined with the age
of domain and content weight of pages. Obtained results show that the proposed algorithm is
much better than PageRank algorithm and rank the pages better than the others.
It is suggested that web usage mining aspects is added to WPRST algorithm because in the
previous studies it was demonstrated that the combination of these three aspects leads to a better
response. Also for more improvement other positive and negative features can be added to the
algorithm such as domain registration length, expires date, trust rank, relevance title with
contents of the site, up to date contents of the site, having site map, no errors in the HTML code
and etc.
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